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Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MissouriABSTRACT Reattachment and healing of tendon to bone poses a persistent clinical challenge and often results in poor out-
comes, in part because the mechanisms that imbue the uninjured tendon-to-bone attachment with toughness are not known.
One feature of typical tendon-to-bone surgical repairs is direct attachment of tendon to smooth bone. The native tendon-to-
bone attachment, however, presents a rough mineralized interface that might serve an important role in stress transfer between
tendon and bone. In this study, we examined the effects of interfacial roughness and interdigital stochasticity on the strength and
toughness of a bimaterial interface. Closed form linear approximations of the amplification of stresses at the rough interface were
derived and applied in a two-dimensional unit-cell model. Results demonstrated that roughness may serve to increase the tough-
ness of the tendon-to-bone insertion site at the expense of its strength. Results further suggested that the natural tendon-to-bone
attachment presents roughness for which the gain in toughness outweighs the loss in strength. More generally, our results sug-
gest a pathway for stochasticity to improve surgical reattachment strategies and structural engineering attachments.INTRODUCTIONThe tendon-to-bone insertion presents a structured, hierar-
chical, and orderly arrangement of proteins and mineral to
achieve effective attachment between two very different tis-
sues (1,2). Many levels of this hierarchical tissue system do
not regenerate after injury (3–5). For example, after surgical
repair of rotator cuff injuries, the rate of recurrence of tears
ranges from 20% in the best-case scenario to as high as 94%
in some patient populations (6). The strength and toughness
of the healthy tendon-to-bone insertion is known to rely on a
combination of structural and compositional features across
scales, including the following:
1. Mineral-protein interactions at the nanoscale (7,8),
2. Gradients in mineral content and collagen fiber organiza-
tion at the microscale (9,10), and
3. Functional grading at the millimeter scale (1,11,12).
Our long-term goal is to reduce failure rates after tendon-to-
bone reattachment surgeries by identifying strengthening
and toughening mechanisms in the healthy tendon-to-bone
insertion and by developing strategies for reconstituting
these surgically.
Our focus here is something of an anomaly in the orderly
hierarchical structure of the tissue that bridges tendon and
bone: a wavy, irregular interface that results in interdigita-
tion between the two tissues. For example, at the rotatorSubmitted May 12, 2014, and accepted for publication September 30, 2014.
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0006-3495/15/01/0431/7 $2.00cuff in the shoulder, the supraspinatus tendon forms an inter-
digitating interface with the humeral head with stochastic
finger lengths (Fig. 1). We hypothesize that this stochasticity
is a toughening mechanism that enables the tendon-to-
bone interface to absorb more strain energy before failure.
Such toughening mechanisms are crucial for mechanically
competent materials and interfaces, but often present a
dilemma: procedures that toughen a material characteristi-
cally reduce its strength. Examples of this trade-off include
annealing in metals (13) and introduction of compliant inter-
faces in fibrous laminate composites (14–18). The classic
Coleman (19) solution for fibrous materials shows that
that rope bundle strength reduces proportional to the vari-
ance of the mechanics of the fibers that comprise it. How-
ever, in fibrous composites, analogous stochasticity in
fiber strength can increase toughness (20,21). Biological
tissues are typically much more regular than rope or engi-
neering composites, but we hypothesized that stochastic
interdigitation finger lengths would reduce attachment
strength in exchange for higher toughness.
Interdigitations are present throughout nature at inter-
faces such as those found in nacre (22,23), armored fish
(24), algae (25), and sutures within the skull (26) and jaw
(27). Interdigitations are believed to improve load transmis-
sion and increase energy absorption of the interfaces be-
tween bones in the skull (28). Advanced micromechanical
models exist for a range of these interfaces (29,30). How-
ever, all of these interfaces differ fundamentally from the
attachment of tendon to bone in that they feature a relativelyhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.09.049
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FIGURE 1 (A) Image of the tendon-to-bone attachment site at a mouse
rotator cuff, stained with von Kossa (black) and toluidine blue. The miner-
alized tissue is stained black and the unmineralized tissue is stained purple.
(Dotted yellow line) Interdigitation at the interface, which roughly resem-
bles a sinusoidal wave with approximately the same width but varying
amplitude. (Scale bar: 50 mm). (B) Definition of variables in the perturba-
tion model. A sinusoid with wavelength l and amplitude A was used to
model the interface. (C) The Monte Carlo simulation was constructed by
combining multiple strips of constant width. Each strip had a tendon region
(top) and a bone region (bottom), separated by a single period of a cosine
wave. The value for the amplitude was chosen from a normal distribution
with assigned mean and standard deviation. (Arrows) Applied tensile
displacement perpendicular to the boundary between tendon and bone. To
see this figure in color, go online.
432 Hu et al.compliant seam between two relatively stiff materials. In
contrast, the attachment of tendon to bone involves direct
attachment of a highly compliant material (tendon) to a stiffBiophysical Journal 108(2) 431–437one (bone). A key feature of the analyses in this study is
therefore the analysis of stress concentrations. Whereas
these can be ignored reasonably at a compliant seam be-
tween interdigitating bone plates, they are a central feature
of the mechanics of the tendon-to-bone interface. These
stress concentrations become more severe with increasing
sharpness of the interdigitating features and, we argue, un-
derlie a trade-off between toughening and weakening that
must be optimized at these interfaces.
In this work, we quantified the effects of a rough and
randomized boundary on the mechanical properties of a
bimaterial interface through an analytical approximation
of the stress field. A first-order model is applied to capture
the scalings of how interdigitation can affect strength and
toughness at an interface between dissimilar materials.
Our results suggested a range of interfacial morphologies
that could serve to enhance toughness.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our modeling efforts were motivated by observations that the supraspinatus
tendon-to-bone insertion in mice presents highly stochastic interdigitation
between tendon and bone. The methods used to acquire and interpret these
images are described in the first section below. We developed a closed form
perturbation solution to evaluate possible benefits, such as increased surface
area and improved toughness, that might arise from such an interface, but
found that interdigitation between two dissimilar materials always serves
to amplify interfacial stresses. The derivation is summarized below, and
presented in detail in the Supporting Material along with finite element an-
alyses used to validate the solution. Finally, we considered the effect on
toughness of the tendon-to-bone attachment site by combining up to 500
rectangular unit cells, each containing a tendon region and a bone region
separated by a sinusoidal boundary. The unit cells were combined so that
the sinusoidal interface formed a continuous boundary. Finally, we describe
simulations and toughness measures used to show how interdigitation might
enhance interfacial toughness.Specimen preparation and image analysis
The specimens studied were mouse supraspinatus tendon attachments into
humeral head bone (N ¼ 6). All procedures for the handling of animals
were approved by the Washington University Animal Studies Committee.
The tendon-bone constructs were freshly dissected, immediately embedded
in optimum cutting temperature medium, and frozen at 80C. The
embedded samples were cut into 30-mm-thick sections via a cryo-micro-
tome, and the sections were deposited onto glass slides. The sections
were then stained with von Kossa and toluidine blue stains to identify the
mineral (black) and the proteoglycans/cells (purple/blue) via optical micro-
scopy (Fig. 1 A). The boundary between the black region and purple region
was identified as the tendon-bone interface.
Images of the attachment sites were analyzed by direct measurement.
The tendon-bone interface was divided into segments, each containing a
single protrusion of the bone into the tendon. The widths and heights of
the protrusions were defined as l and 2A (Fig. 1 B), respectively, and
were measured using tools native to the IMAGEJ environment (31). The ra-
tio of A/l was recorded for each protrusion. Note that in the continuum
frameworks applied here, stress and strain calculations are free of absolute
scales (32). Therefore, the ratio between height and width, defined as
the aspect ratio A/l, was used in subsequent stress analysis as an indica-
tion of the degree of interdigitation throughout the study. The mean and
standard deviation of the aspect ratio were also calculated. In the six
Toughness through Stochastic Interdigitation 433mice studied, >100 interdigitations between tendon and bone were
sampled. At this sample size, our study yields a margin of error under
10% of the calculated mean at the 95% confidence level, and is thus likely
representative for the mouse rotator cuff attachment.Analytical procedures
We developed an approximate linear elasticity solution for the mechanical
fields arising at the interface between two linear elastic, isotropic solids.
The complete derivation is listed in the Supporting Material. The solution
considered a wavy interface between two isotropic materials subject to ten-
sile stress sN. The shape of the interface was represented by a cosine wave,
yðxÞ ¼ A cos kx;
k ¼ 2p=l; (1)
where A and l were the amplitude and wavelength of the cosine wave,
respectively. The y axis was directed along the tendon-bone axis, and thex axis was directed perpendicular to this. The estimate was based upon a
perturbation solution for an analogous problem, published by Gao (33).
As described in the Supporting Material, the stress fields in the tendon
and bone, denoted by subscripts 1 and 2, respectively, could be approxi-
mated as
ðsxxðx; yÞÞ1 ¼ 1=2AkekyðUð3 2kyÞ þPÞsNcos kx;
syyðx; yÞ

1
¼ 1þ 1=2AkekyðUð2kyþ 1ÞPÞcos kxsN;
sxyðx; yÞ

1
¼ 1=2AkekyðUð2ky 1Þ PÞsNsin kx;
ðsxxðx; yÞÞ2 ¼ 1=2AkekyðPð2ky 3Þ  UÞsNcos kx;
syyðx; yÞ

2
¼ 1 1=2AkekyðPð2kyþ 1Þ  UÞcos kxsN;
sxyðx; yÞ

2
¼ 1=2AkekyðPð2ky 1Þ  UÞsNsin kx;
(2)
The dimensionless parameters U and P represent the mismatch in mate-
rial properties between materials 1 and 2,
U ¼ 1=m1  1=m2
k1=m1 þ 1=m2
; (3)
1=m2  1=m1P ¼
k2=m2 þ 1=m1
; (4)
where m1 and m2 represent the shear moduli of materials 1 and 2, respec-
tively, and, for the case of plane strain considered, k1 ¼ 3–4n1 and k2 ¼
3–4n2, in which n1 and n2 are the Poisson ratios for materials 1 and 2,
respectively. Analogous expressions exist for plane stress (see the Support-
ing Material). The linear elastic material properties used were E1 ¼ 400
MPa and n1 ¼ 0.49 for tendon, and E2 ¼ 20 GPa and n2 ¼ 0.3 for bone.
Although neither tissue is a linear elastic or isotropic solid, these numbers
are reasonable linear approximations and have been shown elsewhere to
suffice for representing the role of the elastic mismatch in tendon-to-bone
mechanics (34–38). Stress tensors were then constructed with the compo-
nents estimated using the expressions in Eq. 2, and the maximum in-plane
principal and shear stresses were identified.Numerical procedures
Validation of perturbation solution
To verify the analytical solutions, we performed finite element analyses on
unit cell models using a commercial finite element package (SIMULIA
ABAQUS FEA; Dassault Systeme`s, Waltham, MA). As described in detail
in the Supporting Material, each rectangular unit cell contained half of abone/tendon sinusoidal finger (Fig. 1). A range of height (length in the
tendon-to-bone axis direction) to width ratios was studied, with most sim-
ulations having a height/width ratio of 0.1. These domains were discretized
with ~3500 triangular, quadratic interpolation elements (~10,000 degrees of
freedom; see Fig. S3) to ensure convergence (see Fig. S5). Standard bound-
ary conditions were used for the unit cell (e.g., Genin and Hutchinson (17)),
with periodic boundary conditions on the lateral and bottom faces. The top
face of each unit cell was displaced a prescribed amount in the tendon-bone
axis direction, and kept shear-free. We first performed convergence studies
by calculating both the total energy and the peak stresses as we increased
the number of nodes and elements of the mesh. A mesh size for which
the stress values converged was determined and maintained for the subse-
quent analysis.
A series of simulations were run to assess the range of validity of the
model. In these simulations, the roughness amplitude Awas increased while
the unit cell length and width were kept constant. The error in peak in-plane
principal stress was very small (<10%) for A/l < 0.2, but increased rapidly
for higher roughness amplitudes (see Fig. S7).
Simulations of strength and toughness
Using Monte Carlo methods, we represented the tendon-to-bone insertion
site with up to 500 unit cells, each with the degree of interdigitation A/l as-
signed according to a prescribed normal distribution. The width of the unit
cells, l, was kept constant at 1. The mean value and standard deviation of A/
l were varied to determine the effects of roughness and stochasticity on
toughness and load-bearing ability of the interface. The height of each
unit cell was set to 20 times the width.
A controlled displacement perpendicular to the interface was applied in a
tensile manner to the composite model, similar to the loading mode of
tendon in vivo (Fig. 1). Using the perturbation solution, the principal stress
along the boundary between tendon and bone in each unit cell was calcu-
lated as the interface was stretched continuously. As a first-order model,
strips were not considered to affect the stress fields of their neighbors,
and a strip was considered to have failed when the peak stress along its
interface exceeded the maximum allowable stress. Due to the nonuniform
interdigitation, some strips failed at lower loads than others. When the
maximum principal stress in a strip reached a prescribed critical value, it
ceased to bear tensile load, and the load it bore was distributed among
the rest of the intact unit cells. Finite element analyses of unit cells indi-
cated that the effect of A on the stiffness of each unit cell was sufficiently
small to be neglected, so the loads were distributed evenly among all intact
unit cells. The simulation ended when all strips failed. A more detailed
description of the simulation can be found in the Supporting Material.
The strength (peak load) and toughness (area under the force-displace-
ment curve) of each composite model were estimated from the force
displacement curves. Thirty simulations were performed for each value
of mean A/l to extract the dependence of strength and toughness on the
mean and standard deviation of the amplitude distribution.RESULTS
Stained images of tendon-to-bone insertion sites showed a
sharp contrast between mineralized and nonmineralized re-
gions (Fig. 1 A). Analysis of these images indicated that the
degree of interdigitation (A/l) followed an approximately
normal distribution centered at 0.14, with a standard devia-
tion of s ¼ 0.53 (normalized by the mean) (Fig. 2).
Fixing the degree of interdigitation at A/l¼ 0.2 and grad-
ually introducing spread in the distribution (i.e., increasing
the standard deviation, s), the Monte Carlo simulations
suggested that as s decreased, the maximum load that a
tendon-to-bone insertion site could sustain decreased, butBiophysical Journal 108(2) 431–437
FIGURE 2 Physiological data from six mouse tendon-to-bone attach-
ments show that the ratios of height and width of the protrusions followed
an approximately normal distribution with a slight right skew. These values
represent a sample size of >100 interdigitations in the six mice studied,
yielding a margin of error <10% at the 95% confidence level. The mean
value was 0.14 and the standard deviation was 0.53 when normalized by
the mean. To see this figure in color, go online.
434 Hu et al.the displacement to ultimate failure of the composite model
increased (Fig. 3). When the distribution was uniform (s ¼
0), every strip of the interface failed simultaneously when
the maximum allowable stress was reached, resulting in
complete and immediate failure of the structure. As stochas-
ticity was introduced, the onset of failure occurred at a lower
load as weak individual strips failed, but adjacent strips
allowed for more deformation and hence increased theFIGURE 3 Results of three simulations with the same mean and different
normalized standard deviation s in the distribution of the amplitude of 500
strips. For s ¼ 0, the interface of every unit cell had the same height. Force
increased linearly with displacement and was evenly distributed among all
unit cells. When the maximum allowable stress was achieved, every strip
failed simultaneously, resulting in an instantaneous drop in force. For s ¼
0.05, strips with the highest amplitude A failed first due to higher stress con-
centrations, resulting in a deviation from the linear relationship. Strips with
lower-amplitude sustained loads to a larger displacement, allowing the
model to reach a higher displacement before failure. When s was further
increased to 0.1, the peak force was reached earlier and the maximum
displacement was further increased.
Biophysical Journal 108(2) 431–437maximum displacement. This resulted in lower strength
(maximum force) but increased elongation to failure, and
hence higher toughness (area under force-deformation
curve).
We estimated the dependence of strength and toughness
on the degree of interdigitation (A/l) and stochasticity (stan-
dard deviation, s) by combining results from multiple force-
displacement simulations. For each degree of interdigitation
around the physiological range, a higher standard deviation
in the distribution of A/l yielded increasing loss in strength
(Fig. 4). As given in the contour plot, this decrease in
strength became more severe with increasing A/l. However,
a higher standard deviation in the distribution of A/l also
yielded increases in the toughness (measured as the total en-
ergy absorbed before failure). Furthermore, the rate of
toughness increase was stronger for higher values of A/l.
Stochasticity in the degree of interdigitation thus pro-
vided a trade-off between losses in strength and increases
in toughness. Using the contour plots (Fig. 4), we compared
strength loss and toughness at each combination of A/l and
s. Setting a criterion for the ratio of gain in toughness
equaling that of the loss in strength, these plots could be
combined to a single plot defining combinations of A/l
and s that lead to an enhanced interface. The A/l versus stan-
dard deviation curve of Fig. 5 divides parameter space into
two sections: strength loss outweighing the gain in tough-
ness to the left of the curve, and toughness gain outweighing
strength loss in the shaded region to the right of the curve.
Physiological data for both young and old mice lie in the re-
gion for which toughness gain just outweigh strength loss
(Fig. 5).DISCUSSION
Results of the first-order model studied here demonstrate a
trade-off between toughness and strength due to interdigita-
tion at the attachment of tendon to bone: increasing the
roughness and stochasticity of the bimaterial interface im-
proves toughness at the cost of strength. If the parameters
are carefully selected, it is possible that a gain in toughness
outweighs the loss in strength. This appears to be the case
for healthy mouse tendon-to-bone attachment.
In contrast to the natural attachment, contemporary surgi-
cal procedures introduce smooth and regular interfaces at
the reattachment of tendon to bone, often by debridement
and smoothing of the bony surface (39). This approach
may not lead to an effectively repaired interface. The
absence of interdigitation and stochasticity at the repair
interface could contribute to the high failure rates after rota-
tor cuff repair. Modeling results from this study suggest that
this procedure can be optimized to enhance mechanical
integrity of a surgical repair.
The results are unexpected when compared to analogous
interdigitations between mineralized tissues. Examples of
such interfaces are the suture lines of the skull, in which
AB
C
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FIGURE 4 (A) As stochasticity of the degree of interdigitation (standard deviation s of A/l) increased, the predicted strength (maximum stress) that the
tendon-to-bone insertion could endure decreased. This effect was accentuated for higher mean values of A/l. Error bars correspond to standard deviation from
up to 20 replicate simulations. (B) Contours represent the mean strength loss expressed as a fraction of the strength of a tendon-to-bone attachment with a flat
interface between tendon and bone. (C) As stochasticity of the degree of interdigitation (standard deviation s of A/l) increased, the predicted toughness of the
tendon-to-bone insertion increased. This effect was accentuated for higher mean values of A/l. Error bars correspond to standard deviation from up to 20
replicate simulations. (D) Contours represent the mean toughness gain expected relative to the toughness of a tendon-to-bone attachment with a flat interface
between tendon and bone. To see this figure in color, go online.
Toughness through Stochastic Interdigitation 435bones are separated by relatively compliant protein layers in
gaps between interdigitations that appear to be more regular
than those at the tendon-to-bone insertion site. Here, interfa-
cial strength of cranial sutures is believed to be improved byFIGURE 5 Using the contour plots (Fig. 4), the strength loss and tough-
ness gain at each combination of s and A/l were compared. (Solid line) Pa-
rameters that yield equivalent toughness gain and strength loss. (Shaded
region) Combinations of s and A/l for which the gain in toughness exceeds
the loss of strength. The physiological values of s and A/l (symbols) lie
within this range. These values represent a sample size of >100 interdigi-
tations in the six mice studied, which yields a margin of error <10% at the
95% confidence level. To see this figure in color, go online.the increase in surface area afforded by the interdigitation
(28,30). However, this contrast is rectified by considering
the differences between attachment of bone to bone versus
attachment of tendon to bone. Based on shear lag analyses,
the stress field within the compliant layer in a suture line is
believed to be fairly uniform (compare to Genin and Liu
(38)). Therefore, the entire volume of the compliant layer
can be accessed before failure. However, the stress field at
the interface of bone interdigitating into tendon presents
local stress concentrations that we hypothesize might hasten
local failures. Like the compliant layer within a suture line,
we hypothesize that the presence of these stress concentra-
tions on an interface with a distribution of roughness enables
a greater volume of tissue to contribute to the overall tough-
ness of the interface, thereby increasing the energy that must
be absorbed before complete failure of the overall structure.
The results are consistent, however, when considered in
the context of toughening at other hierarchical scales in
bone. Bone and collagen both present highly structured hi-
erarchical structures down to the nanoscale (40,41). At the
nanoscale, heterogeneity is believed to enhance toughness
(8,42), along with the stochastic nature of interactions be-
tween protein and mineral phases. At the mesoscale, sto-
chastic mineral-to-mineral connections and other features
that lead to heterogenous deformation may serve to enhance
toughness (7,43,44). In this context, these results suggestBiophysical Journal 108(2) 431–437
436 Hu et al.that the stochastic roughness at the attachment of tendon to
bone might serve to extend these benefits of stochasticity to
the gross tissue level.
The solutions that were implemented in this study
focused on a level of analysis needed to elucidate the role
of wavy interdigitations at the tendon-to-bone interface. A
number of complexities of the tendon-to-bone attachment
were not included in the model, most notably a gradient in
mineral and in collagen fiber orientation (9,10). Although
this gradient constitutes a central focus of many tissue engi-
neering efforts (compare to Lipner et al. (45)), its origin is
unclear. An ongoing uncertainty in the literature is whether
the gradient in mineralization arises from interdigitating,
fully mineralized features, or from a spatial gradient in min-
eral accumulation (9). These factors are particularly impor-
tant for determining the local mechanical environment of
cells in the interfacial region (e.g., Liu et al. (46)). We chose
to focus this study on the simpler scenario of interdigitating
tendon and bone, and note that a spatial gradient at the
length scale of these interdigitations, should one be shown
to exist, could negate the effects described in this article.
We note that the results presented in this study support an
interesting hypothesis, but further numerical and experi-
mental work is needed to determine whether this hypothesis
can be falsified. Results are predicated upon linear models
of the behavior and physiology of the natural tendon-to-
bone interface. Real tissues certainly exhibit nonlinear and
viscoelastic behavior, and the interface can be expected to
exhibit toughness at deformation levels exceeding those cor-
responding to the onset of failure. However, we emphasize
that the models capture the essence and qualitative aspects
of the problem. The nonlinearity and orthotropy of tendon
should serve to further amplify stress concentrations, with
effects that should be analogous to increasing the degree
of interdigitation. This study focused on mice, and we
note that an allometric study of tendon-to-bone attachment
is underway that spans many orders of magnitude in animal
mass. Preliminary results indicate that the features described
in this study for mice are similar in larger mammals, but
whether these features serve similar roles in enhancing
tendon-to-bone attachment across species is not yet known.
An additional important question is the mechanical role of
roughness exhibited at predominantly compressive inter-
faces like the osteochondral interface (47). These factors
are important areas for future research.CONCLUSIONS
The roughness that is observed at the tendon-to-bone inter-
face appears to amplify stress concentrations relative to
those that would occur at a smooth interface. On the other
hand, stochasticity of the distribution of roughness may
diminish the consequences of elevated interfacial stresses
along the interface by increasing toughness. Furthermore,
a rough and stochastic interface may serve as a potentialBiophysical Journal 108(2) 431–437toughening mechanism that has direct implications for the
design of tendon-to-bone reattachment surgeries. More
broadly, results point to the benefit of stochasticity in
distributing stresses at an interface, and thereby accessing
the toughness of a greater fraction of tissue.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Supporting Materials and Methods, ten equations, and eight figures
are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-
3495(14)01135-7.
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this article.
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